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Abstract– This paper deals with a single machine scheduling problem with availability constraints. The jobs are splitable
and lower bound on the size of each sub-job is imposed. The objective is to find a feasible schedule that minimizes
the makespan. The proposed scheduling problem is proved to be NP-hard in the strong sense. Some effective heuristic
algorithms are then proposed. Additionally, computational results show that the proposed heuristic performs well.
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1 Introduction

Scheduling is a decision process indicating how to allo-
cate resources over the time axis to optimally perform a
set of tasks while satisfying given constraints [1–5]. This
paper addresses on the problem of scheduling splitable
jobs on a single discontinuously-available machine. Ac-
cording to [6], splitting job property splitting figures
out a job can be split into a number of independently
processed sub-jobs. Since the size of such sub-job is
not so small, we recruit a supplementary min-split
constraint in this paper.

In current technology era, people have to perform
many tasks at the same time. This scheduling could be
utilized for each individual in dealing with a numerous
complicated tasks. According to experts in productivity,
we always have about 50 to 150 small tasks to process
at any moment [7]. This paper studies in the context of
real-life: “in order to perform individual tasks in the best,
it aims to schedule these tasks executed in some irregular
available time-windows. The time-windows are caused by
plenty of fixed appointments (meeting, lunch break, school
hours, . . . ). Note that these jobs could be divided into several
splits (also called sub-jobs) but split must be larger than a
given value. They are actually greater than 20 or 30 minutes,
but the processing time of practical tasks are from 1 to 5
hours” [8].

Formally, this scheduling problem is defined as fol-
lows.

• A set N consists of n jobs needs to be processed
on a single machine.

• Machine can process only one job at a time and
is not always available every time. This constraint
is represented by m available time-windows Wk
with size denoted by wk, 1 ≤ k ≤ m. For sake
of simplicity, these windows could be also defined

by time-breaks bk with 1 ≤ k < m, i.e. that means
W1 = [0, b1), W2 = [b1, b2), . . ., Wm = [bm−1,+∞)).

• All the jobs are available at time t = 0; the process-
ing times are known in advance, deterministic and
integer, pi denotes the processing times of Ji, with
1 ≤ i ≤ n.

• Each job could be divided into several sub-jobs.
Each sub-job could be so small, but its size should
be greater than or equal to a given value, denoted
by splitmin; each sub-job has to be processed in an
available time-window under non-stopping mode,
without any preemption during execution process.
Let’s denote spi,j the j-th sub-job of job Ji.

Let Cmax be the maximum completion time of all jobs
(so called “makespan”). The objective function aims to
minimize makespan. According to classical scheduling
notation proposed by [9], the scheduling problem is
defined as:

1|splitable, splitmin, pi ≥
splitmin, available− windows, wk ≥ 2splitmin|Cmax.

In this paper, we will show that the makespan-
minimization problem of single machine scheduling in
available time windows with job splitting properties is
strongly-NP-hard. Then, some efficient heuristics based
on LPT (Longest Processing Time) rule are proposed
with analysis of experimental results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some
related works are presented in Section 2. Section 3, we
propose structural properties of an optimal schedule.
NP-completeness of problem will be presented in Sec-
tion 4. Then, a heuristic to solve the considered problem
is proposed in Section 5. Section 6 presents the compu-
tational experiments and analysis. Section 7 concludes
this study and and provides some discussions on future
work.
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2 Related Works

Availability machine scheduling problems actually
present in some planning as production scheduling
and preventive maintenance [10], which are the most
common and significant problems faced by the manu-
facturing industry and have paid attention from sev-
eral researchers (for survey of scheduling problems
with availability constraints, refer to [11–13]). Here
we cite some interesting results concerning machine
scheduling relational to minimizing makespan. Yang et
al. [14] studied a single flexible maintenance activity.
The problem was proved to be NP-hard. The authors
provided an efficient heuristic algorithm with complex-
ity O(n log n). Liao and Chen [15] proposed to solve
scheduling problem with periodical maintenance and
non-resumable constraints. They gave a heuristic algo-
rithm for finding the near-optimal solution for large-
sized problems in order to minimize the maximum
tardiness. Yong et al. [16] approached the problem of
scheduling a set of jobs on a single machine on which
a rate-modifying activity could be performed. They
assumed that the rate-modifying activity can take place
only at certain pre-determined time points. One of the
objectives was to minimize makespan. The analysis
showed that the problems were NP-hard even for some
special cases, then the authors provided a pseudo-
polynomial time optimal algorithm for the problems.
Ji et al. [17] dealt with single-machine scheduling with
periodical maintenance to minimize makespan. They
proved that the worst-case ratio of the classical LPT
algorithm is 2, and there is no polynomial time approx-
imation algorithm with a worst-case ratio less than 2
unless P = NP, which implies that the LPT algorithm
is possibly the best as well. Chen [18] investigated in
a single machine scheduling problem with periodic
maintenance, where the machine was assumed to be
stopped periodically for maintenance for a constant
time during the scheduling period. Two mixed binary
integer programming models were provided for de-
riving the optimal solution. Additionally, an efficient
heuristic was proposed for finding the near-optimal
solution for large-sized problems. Xu et al. [19] showed
that there is no polynomial time approximation algo-
rithm with a worst-case performance bound less than
2 unless P = NP for the problem solved in [18]. The
result implied that Chen’s heuristic algorithm is the
best possible polynomial time approximation algorithm
for the considered scheduling problem.

Without availability machine constraints and min-
split constraint, the considered scheduling problem
becomes trivial and there is no interesting practical
application corresponding. That’s why there are a few
results on single machine scheduling with only job
splitting properties. But related to the parallel machine
scheduling problems, there are some results. Kim et
al. [20] showed that it can be applied in PCB manufac-
turing systems. Blocher and Chhajed [21] showed that
the problem with the objective of minimizing total com-
pletion time is NP-hard and proposed several heuristics
and lower bounds in order to minimize average com-

pletion time. Note that this objective is equivalent to
minimizing total completion time or minimizing total
Work in Progress (WIP [22]). In [22], Yang and Posner
developed heuristics and gave worst-case bounds for
these heuristics. With a more complicated objective to
optimize, unrelated parallel machine problems with a
job-splitting property for the objective of minimizing
maximum weighted tardiness were considered [23].
For identical parallel machine scheduling problem to
minimize a simpler objective- makespan, Xing and
Zhang [6] proposed a heuristic algorithm and analyze
the worst case performance 7/4− 1/m of the algorithm
with m ≥ 2, number of machines.

In [8], Tran et al. considered a personal schedul-
ing problem with splitable jobs for minimizing total
weighted tardiness. An application with simple natural
langague processing was implemented. Solutions were
found by using genetic algorithm when availability
machine constraints and min-split constraints.

3 Optimal Structure

Before determining structure of an optimal solution,
let’s show a numerical example which demonstrates
the constraint essential of the scheduling problem with
following input data.
• There are 4 jobs, J1, J2, J3 and J4.
• Let splitmin = 3.
• Processing time of each job is respectively defined:

p1 = 9, p2 = 6, p3 = 4 and p4 = 8.
• Available time-windows are [0,7], [7,15], [15,25]

and [25, +∞).
After calculating, an optimal decision is found and pre-
sented as follows (the corresponding solution described
by Gantt chart in Figure 1).

Figure 1. An optimal schedule of numerical example

• Job J1 has two sub-jobs which correspond to
sp1,2 = 4 (starts at t = 7) and sp1,3 = 5 (starts
at t = 15);

• Job J2 has two sub-jobs which correspond to
sp2,1 = 3 (starts at t = 0), sp2,2 = 3 (starts at
t = 11);

• Job J3 is not split, i.e., it has only one sub-job which
corresponds to sp3,1 = p3 = 4 (starts at t = 3);

• Job J4 has two sub-jobs which correspond to
sp4,3 = 5 (starts at t = 20) and sp4,4 = 3 (starts
at t = 25).

It is clear that optimal solution is not unique: sub-job
sp4,4 could interchange with a sub-jobs sp2,1. In other
words, we could determine another optimal solution
where:
• Job J1 has two sub-jobs which correspond to

sp1,2 = 4 (starts at t = 7) and sp1,3 = 5 (starts
at t = 15);
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• Job J2 has two sub-jobs which correspond to
sp2,2 = 3 (starts at t = 11), sp2,4 = 3 (starts at
t = 25);

• Job J3 is not split, i.e. it has only one sub-job which
corresponds to sp3,1 = p3 = 4 (starts at t = 3);

• Job J4 has two sub-jobs which correspond to and
sp4,1 = 3 (starts at t = 0) and sp4,3 = 5 (starts at
t = 20).

In the following, we will determine some structural
properties of a particular optimal solution.

Proposition 1. There exits an optimal schedule such that
the jobs are scheduled without any idle time with size is
greater than or equal to 2× splitmin.

Proof: Suppose that there exists an optimal solution
S having an idle-time (called X) with size greater than
δ = 2× splitmin. Consider the last executed sub-job J(i,j)
of S:

• if the processing time of this sub-job less than δ
(i.e. p(i,j) < δ), we could create another solution
by moving this sub-job into the idle time with size
greater than δ. Then, the makespan value will be
decreased an amount equal to the processing time
of the considering sub-job.

• otherwise (p(i,j) ≥ δ), we divide the sub-job into
two splits: the first one with the size of splitmin
and the second one with the size p(i,j) − splitmin.
Then, the first sub-job could be move into the idle
time X and therefore the makespan is decreased
an amount of splitmin.

So, in both cases, we could construct another solution
that is better than S (which contradicts to the fact that
S is an optimal solution).

Proposition 2. There exists an optimal schedule such that
the sub-jobs in an available window are schedule in arbitrary
order.

Proof: Clearly, it is possible to interchange the po-
sitions of two consecutive sub-jobs in an available win-
dow. When the exchange occurs, the global objective
value doesn’t change. So, it could permute positions
between two arbitrary sub-jobs (which are executed in
the same time window), the makespan value does not
change.

Proposition 3. There exists an optimal schedule such that
each job has only zero or one sub-job in an available time
window.

Proof: If there exists an optimal solution S in which
a job Ji has more than two sub-jobs executed in a
time window, then some permutation operations are
performed in order to specify another solution S′ in
which two these sub-jobs executed sequentially. Since
two these sub-jobs belong to the same jobs, we could
form only one bigger sub-job instead of two these sub-
jobs in S′. Furthermore, Cmax(S′) = Cmax(S). So, we
could determine another optimal schedule that each job
has at most one sub-job executed in an available time
window.

Proposition 4. There exists an optimal schedule such that
there is at most one idle time in an available time window.

Proof: Suppose that there is an optimal solution
such that there are two idle times in an available time
window. It’s similar with the proof for Proposition 3
when we consider these idle times as two sub-jobs
of a dummy job. So, some permutations are operated
and it could determine another optimal solution so as
to possess at most one idle time in an available time
window.

Proposition 5. There exists an optimal schedule such that
if there exists an idle time in an available window, it should
be at the end of the time window.

Proof: Continuing with the proof in Prosition 4, the
sub-job of dummy job (representing idle-time) could be
permuted with other sub-jobs in order to be at the last
position of the time window. This action define another
optimal solution satisfying constraint in Proposition 5.

Based on these structural properties, the scheduling
problem should determine the following decision sets:

1) number of splits (or sub-jobs) of each job,
2) assignment of sub-jobs in available time-windows,
3) the size of each sub-job.
In the next section, we will show that the problem

with the above decision set is NP-complete.

4 NP-Completeness

Let’s consider the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Scheduling problem 1| splitable, splitmin,
availablewindows|Cmax is “strongly NP-hard”.

In order to prove the theorem, let’s consider the
corresponding decision problem as follows.

Decision problem SPLITSCHE
Data input: Consider single machine scheduling has n
splitable jobs to be executed with processing time p1,
p2,. . ., pn; m available window to execute these jobs
could be defined m − 1 time break b1, b2,. . ., bm−1;
processing time of each sub-job is greater than splitmin
time unit.
Question: Does there exist a schedule such that Cmax ≤
y, with y non-negative integer?

Proposition 6. Decision problem SPLITSCHE is NP-
complete.

Proof: First, we should prove SPLITSCHE belongs
to NP class. Given an“yes-instance” of SPLITSCHE, there
exists permutation of decision set (defined in Section 3)
that we construct a feasible solution to SPLITSCHE
and verify in polynomial time such that the objective
function gives rise to a solution with Cmax ≤ y.

We next prove that SPLITSCHE belongs to NP-
complete class by a reduction to 3− PARTITION which
is known to be is “strongly NP-complete” [24].

Recall that 3− PARTITION is defined as follows:
Decision problem 3− PARTITION
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Data Input: Given an non-negative integer B and a
multi-set A = {a1, . . . , a3r} of 3r positive integers with
B/4 < ak < B/2 (k = 1, . . . , 3r) and ∑3r

k=1 ak = rB.
Question: Is there a partition of A into r mutually
disjoint sub-set A1, . . . ,Ar such that the elements in Ak
sum up to B for each k = 1, . . . , r ?

Given an instance of 3− PARTITION, We construct
the following instance of the SPLITSCHE problem with
3r + 1 jobs and r + 1 breaks (r + 2 time-windows) as
follow:

• N = {1, 2, . . . , 3r, 3r + 1}
• Job Ji, i ∈ {1, . . . , 3r}: pi = ai
• Job J3r+1: p3r+1 = B/2
• splitmin = B/4
• Breaks bt, t ∈ {1, . . . , r}: bt = tB
• Breaks br+1 = (r + 1/4)B
• y = (r + 1/2)B.

The remainder must be proved such that
3− PARTITION is solvable if only if SPLITSCHE
is solvable.

(⇒) Suppose the answer of 3− PARTITION is ’yes’.
Then we determine solution of SPLITSCHE as follows:
construct r block jobs from jobs Ji, i ∈ {1, . . . , 3r} such
that block k (k = 1, . . . , r) contains jobs that have the
corresponding index with index of elements in sub-set
Ar. Job J3r+1 is split into two equal-size parts which
are executed on Wr+1 and Wr+2 respectively. Therefore,
Cmax is (r + 1/2)B = y. The answer for the question of
decision problem SPLITSCHE is also ’yes’.

(⇐) Suppose that there exists a solution σ which sat-
isfies constraints in problem SPLITSCHE with Cmax ≤
y. Since total processing time of jobs is equal to y, there
does not exist any idle time between two sub-jobs in
solution σ and without idle time in the r first time-
window.

Note that splitmin = B/4 and processing time of jobs
Ji (i ∈ {1, . . . , 3r}) is between B/4 and B/2 (but not
equal to one of two margins). So these jobs couldn’t be
split into two parts and couldn’t be executed in Wr+1
and Wr+2; job J3r+1 is not split or split into two parts
with the same size splitmin.

As there is no idle time in σ and wr+1 = B/4 =
splitmin, J3r+1 should be split into two parts: first part
sp3r+1,1 executed in time-window Wr+1 and another
part sp3r+1,2 executed in Wr+2.

Consequently, each remaining time windows Wt (t =
1, . . . , r) has the size of B and contains a sub-set of
jobs Ji (i ∈ {1, . . . , 3r}). The sub-set have exactly three
jobs, since processing time of jobs Ji (i ∈ {1, . . . , 3r})
is between B/4 and B/2 (but not equal to B/4 or
B/2). These jobs sub-sets help to determine r disjoint
partitions of the corresponding 3− PARTITION. Hence,
the answer of 3− PARTITION problem is also ’yes’.

5 Heuristic

The proposed heuristic is composed by three phases.
The first phase of heuristic is to construct a “traversing
list” of jobs according to the following conditions:

• splitable jobs are located at the beginning of the
list, and

• non-splitable jobs are located at the end of the list.
Note that LPT order (Longest Processing Time) could
answer the above conditions. The second and third
phases of heuristic are to make decision for the first
part and second part of the traversing list respectively.

5.1 Special case: pi < 2splitmin

In a special case where the traversing list contains
only non-splitable jobs (i.e. the third part). It means
that the second part is null.The problem becomes
1|available−windows|Cmax which is well-known in the
literature. We apply then LPT rule since according
to [17], this heuristic gives a 2-approximation and the
bound is tight.

5.2 General case
In the following, let’s consider the traversing list

composed by two parts (the first part contains initially
all splitable jobs; the second one contains non-splitable
sub-jobs). We consider now how to decide for the first
part of the list which contains entirely the splitable jobs.

Let rpi be remaining processing time of the consid-
ering job Ji, i.e. at the beginning, rpi = pi. Let rwk be
size of remaining available time of window Wk.

The available time windows are considered from left
to right respectively (i.e. we start with window W1). The
following procedure performing firstly on the first part
of the list (which contains all splitable jobs/sub-jobs)
is proposed to solve differently for each of following
cases concerning about relations between values of rpi,
splitmin and rwk.

1) rpi ≤ rwk − splitmin:
put Ji to be processed in window Wk

2) rpi > rwk − splitmin:
a) rpi ≤ rwk:

cut Ji into two sub-jobs with size respectively
(rpi − splitmin) and (splitmin),
then put the sub-job with the size rpi −
splitmin to execute in window Wk,
sub-job with the size splitmin of Ji is put at
the beginning of the traversing list.

b) rpi > rwk:
i) rpi ≥ rwk + splitmin:

cut Ji into two sub-jobs with size respec-
tively (rwk) and (rpi − rwk),
then put sub-job with size rwk to execute
in window Wk,
sub-job with size rpi − rwk of Ji is put at
the beginning of the traversing list.

ii) rpi < rwk + splitmin:
A) rwk ≥ 2splitmin:

cut Ji into two sub-jobs with size re-
spectively (rwk − splitmin) and (rpi −
rwk + splitmin),
then put sub-job with size rwk −
splitmin to execute in window Wk,
sub-job with size rpi − rwk + splitmin
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of Ji is put at the beginning of the
traversing list.

B) rwk < 2splitmin:
push this sub-job at the end of the
traversing list (in second part).

When this phase is finished, the list contains only
second part which contains non-splitable jobs and non-
splitable sub-jobs (created from this phase). Then, we
apply LPT rule for schedule all jobs and sub-jobs in this
part. During last phase, in each iteration, considered job
(or sub-job) will start at the first available moment with
possible size in time axis. Remark that after finishing
the second phase of the proposed procedure, there
is no idle time between two jobs or sub-jobs. The
most difficult case in this phase is case (2.b.ii.B). If the
algorithm runs without encountering the case (2.b.ii.B),
the obtained solution will be an optimal solution.

Running time: Each behavior of the first part will
finish making decision of a job or a time window. So
the complexity of the above procedure is bound by
O(n + m). The jobs and sub-jobs in second part will
be scheduled in O(n log n) times (ordered according to
LPT rule). These non-splitable ones are decided when
executed in O(m × n). So, the overall complexity of
the proposed heuristic is upper-bounded by O(mn +
n log n).

6 Numerical Study

Remark that the total processing time of jobs is a lower
bound since if a solution without idle time is feasible,
this should be optimal. Let LB denote lower bound
which is defined by total processing time of jobs.

In the following, we will compare the performance
of the above heuristic proposed in Section 5 with some
improvement strategies derived from well-known LPT
rule:
• Heuristic 1: use LPT to schedule jobs without

splitting.
First, we put all jobs into a list and apply LPT rule.
Second, the available time windows are considered
from left to right respectively. For each available
time window, we traverse the list which starts from
first element. If the processing time of job is smaller
than the time window, then the job is allocated
to be executed in this window. This heuristic has
complexity of O(n×m).

• Heuristic 2: use LPT to schedule jobs and jobs is
splits if possible and needed.
The principal is improved from Heuristic 1 by
considering additionally some sub-jobs. These sub-
jobs is created in the case where the job processing
time is splitable and greater than the remaining
window size (this size is also greater than splitmin):
we cut the considering job into sub-job 1 and sub-
job 2; the sub-job 1 is allocated to be executed
the window and sub-job 2 is put to the list. The
complexity is bounded by O(n×m).

We have measured the performance of all the heuris-
tics on machine with the following configuration: Intel

Core i5 3.00GHz, 4GB memory under the Windows 7
professional operating system. In this experiment, there
are 3 instances for each combination of n = {10, 20, 30},
m = {5, 10, 20} and splitmin = {2, 3, 4}. Each instance is
generated as follows:
• Processing time is generated randomly by integer

uniform distributions in [splitmin, 20];
• Window time is generated randomly by integer

uniform distributions in [2splitmin, 30].
In order to evaluate the quality of solutions from a
heuristic, the solutions are compared with the lower
bound LB. Table I shows the summarized results in-
cluding percentage deviation and number of solutions
that obtained makespans achieve LB correspondingly.
In this table, Heuristic 1, Heuristic 2, Heuristic 3 (pro-
posed in Section 5) show the percentage gap between
the solution of the heuristics and the lower bound,
respectively. They are computed by following formula:

Percentage gap =
(Z# − LB)

LB
× 100,

where Z# obtained by the heuristics and lower bound
LB the total processing time of jobs. Note that each case
in Table I is the average results of 3 different instances.

Our numerical experiments indicate that the results
of the three heuristics are very close to the lower bound.
Especially, Heuristic 3 performs very well under all
parameter combinations setting: the percentage gap is
never exceeded 3%; the average optimality gap for all
setting remains fairly small (about 0.45%). This heuris-
tic, in addition, has an asymptotic optimality since
obtained solutions are confirmed to be optimal for 60
of 117 testing problems. This outperforms in comparing
with optimal results that could be found by Heuristic 1
and Heuristic 2.

Furthermore, average optimality gaps for all setting
of triplet (n,m,splitmin), presented on each line of Ta-
ble I, tend to decrease from left to right, i.e. the value
of the solution is obtained by Heuristic 3 is smaller
than the ones is obtained by Heuristic 1 or Heuristic 2.
Heuristic 3 is then the most efficient performance,
followed by Heuristic 2, and then Heuristic 1. In sum-
mary, the results which are derived from Heuristic 3,
are impressive in all cases. We could conclude that
the heuristic proposed in Section 5 is efficient to find
the good solution which is very close to the optimal
solution. Thus, it is possibly to apply in practical setting
as well.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have considered the problem of
personal scheduling in availability time windows with
splitable jobs and min-split constraint so as to minimize
the makespan. After presenting several basic properties
for an optimal solution to the problem, we proved that
the problem is strongly NP-hard for the general case.
An efficient heuristic is proposed then. Experimental re-
sults show that obtained solutions have never exceeded
3% and average deviation of about 0.45%.
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Table I
Average Percentage of Gaps

n m splitmin Heuristic 1 Heuristic 2 Heuristic 3
% # inst. % # inst. % # inst.

10 5 2 4.71 0 0.29 2 0.00 3
3 4.20 0 1.67 1 0.00 3
4 6.58 0 1.17 1 0.35 2

10 10 2 21.52 0 0.58 1 1.87 1
3 32.03 0 8.05 0 1.49 0
4 7.96 0 3.48 0 0.94 2

10 20 2 15.32 0 0.29 2 0.00 3
3 10.91 0 2.77 0 2.10 1
4 10.20 0 4.06 0 1.16 1

20 5 2 0.61 1 0.00 3 0.00 3
3 0.86 1 0.71 1 0.00 3
4 1.94 0 1.28 1 1.13 2

20 10 2 3.00 0 0.44 1 0.15 2
3 3.20 0 1.35 1 0.40 1
4 4.11 0 0.38 2 0.00 3

20 20 2 4.33 0 0.71 2 0.47 2
3 3.61 0 1.32 0 1.33 0
4 7.81 0 3.36 0 1.55 0

30 10 2 1.15 0 0.10 2 0.09 2
3 1.10 0 0.49 0 0.21 0
4 0.83 0 0.65 1 0.10 2

30 20 2 6.88 0 0.66 0 0.27 2
3 8.45 0 1.60 0 0.28 1
4 4.45 0 2.81 0 1.18 0

50 10 2 0.29 1 0.12 2 0 3
3 0.11 1 0.35 1 0 3
4 0.73 0 0.34 1 0.17 2

50 20 2 0.77 0 0.31 0 0.06 2
3 1.6 0 0.29 1 0.06 2
4 1.96 0 0.93 0 0.34 2

50 30 2 3.64 0 0.55 0 0.06 2
3 3.39 0 0.89 0 0.4 0
4 1.96 0 0.93 0 0.34 2

100 20 2 0.12 0 0.21 0 0.03 0
3 0.48 0 0.58 0 0.06 1
4 0.5 0 0.91 0 0.47 0

100 30 2 0.09 1 0.15 0 0.06 2
3 0.42 0 0.45 0 0.17 0
4 0.67 0 0.9 0 0.34 0

Average 4.67 - 1.18 - 0.45 -
Total - 5 - 26 - 60

Further research can be undertaken to construct
mathematical model based on properties of an optimal
solution established in section 3, to improve the pro-
posed heuristics and to test with larger-size instances.
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